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Heat exchanger capacity class for cooling operation

The capacity of the heat exchanger is defined under the standard operating conditions of the indoor unit.

Minimum Standard Maximum

50 5,0 5,6 6,2 ST 6°C Saturated evaporating temperature

63 6,3 7,1 7,8 SH 5K Superheat

80 7,9 9,0 9,9 SC 3K Subcooling

100 10,0 11,2 12,3 Suction air temperature ·27/19· (°C WB/°C DB) Degrees Celsius wet-bulb/dry-bulb

125 12,4 14,0 15,4

140 15,5 16,0 17,6

200 17,7 22,4 24,6

250 24,7 28,0 30,8

400 35,4 45,0 49,5

500 49,6 56,0 61,6

Heat exchanger capacity class for heating operation

The capacity of the heat exchanger is defined under the standard operating conditions of the indoor unit.

Minimum Standard Maximum

50 5,6 6,3 7,0 ST 46°C Saturated condensing temperature

63 7,1 8,0 8,8 SH 5K Superheat

80 8,9 10,0 11,1 SC 3K Subcooling

100 11,2 12,5 13,8 Suction air temperature ·20·°C DB Degrees Celsius dry-bulb

125 13,9 16,0 17,3

140 17,4 18,0 19,8

200 19,9 25,0 27,7

250 27,8 31,5 34,7

400 39,8 50,0 55,0

500 55,1 63,0 69,3
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Example (cooling)

Power input

Correction factor = actual capacity / standard capacity.

Capacity class correction factor

When only ·EKEQMA· boxes are connected, the connection ratio must be between ·90·% and ·110·%.

Minimum and maximum allowed capacity of the connectable indoor units
Calculate the total connection ratio of the air handling units.

Calculate the total connection ratio of the ·VRV DX· indoor units.

Maximum allowed amount of connectable indoor units
For the maximum allowed amount of connectable indoor units, refer to the engineering databook or installation manual of the outdoor unit.

 The maximum allowed amount of units (Daikin or third-party) that can be connected.

Make the sum of the total connection ratios of the air handling units and the ·VRV DX· indoor units.

Indoor unit connection limitations

When only ·EKEQFA· boxes are connected, the connection ratio must be between ·90·% and ·110·%.

The maximum allowed amount of ·EKEQFA· boxes that can be connected is ·3·. Refer to combination table ·3D090631· for details about the allowed combinations.

Connection ratio
The connection ratio is the ratio of the total capacity index of the indoor units to the capacity class of the outdoor unit.

For standard indoor units, use their capacity class to calculate the connection ratio.

The allowed connection ratio of the system depends on the indoor unit combination pattern.

When combining ·VRV DX· indoor units with ·EKEQMA· boxes, the connection ratio must be between ·50·% and ·110·%.

The total connection ratio of the air handling units must be between ·0·% and ·60·%.

The total connection ratio of the ·VRV DX· indoor units must be between ·50·% and ·110·%.

Introduction
The outdoor unit determines how many indoor units can be connected to it. There are limitations in terms of:

Notes
The actual operation of a unit depends on its operating conditions: outdoor temperature, heating/cooling load, operation of other connected units, …

For the effect of long piping, the additional correction that has to be made when the correction ratio exceeds 100%, and other corrections, refer to the engineering databook of the outdoor unit.

The total capacity index is ·( 50 + 50 + 61 ) = 161·. Therefore take the power input of the ·10·HP capacity table, related to ·161· as total capacity index.

To obtain the capacity index of the heat exchanger, multiply its capacity class by the correction factor.

Capacity index: ·63 * 0.97 = 61·.

Power input
Take the sum of the capacity index of each unit connected to the outdoor unit.

To obtain the correction factor, divide the actual capacity of the heat exchanger by its standard capacity.

Actual capacity
= = 97%

Standard capacity

Air handling unit capacity index
The actual capacity of the heat exchanger is within the range of capacity class ·63·. Therefore refer to the values of that capacity class mentioned in the table. In this example, the standard capacity of the heat exchanger is ·7.1·kW.

Capacity table
Take the capacity of the air handling unit heat exchanger at standard operating conditions. Determine its capacity class according to the table.

Capacity [kW]
Capacity class

Capacity class
Capacity [kW]

Given is a ·10·HP outdoor unit to which two ·FXSQ50· indoor units and an air handling unit are connected. The air handling unit has a heat exchanger with an actual cooling capacity of ·6.9·kW at standard operating conditions.

To make the value more correct, apply a correction factor to the capacity class of the heat exchanger, based on the ratio of the heat exchanger's actual capacity to its standard capacity (i.e. ·3D090228· for cooling and ·3D090230· for heating).

Capacity index = capacity class * correction factor.

Take the sum of the capacity index of each unit connected to the outdoor unit.

Refer to the capacity table of the outdoor unit for the matching power input.

Combination with third-party air handling units: capacity calculation

Introduction
The air handling unit operates together with other indoor units connected to the outdoor unit. Therefore select the capacity of the air handling unit at standard cooling or heating operating conditions.

3D090229


